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Influence of Cold Plasma Atmospheric Jet on
Surface Integrin Expression of Living Cells
Alexey Shashurin,* Mary Ann Stepp, Teresa S. Hawley, Sonali Pal-Ghosh,
Lubos Brieda, Svetlana Bronnikov, Rosalyn A. Jurjus, Michael Keidar*
The effects induced in cells due to treatmentwith cold atmospheric plasma jet are studied. Cell
migration rate is measured by means of time-lapse microscopy. In order to characterize cell
surface integrin expression, the fluorescent response of cells after surface integrins are stained
with specific antibodies is measured by flow cyto-
metry. We show that treatment of cells with
plasma jet affects the cells on sub-cellular level,
namely decreases expression of cell surface integ-
rins (b1 and av integrins were tested). This change
in integrin expression might be the original cause
for the effects observed on cellular level, such as
reduced cell migration rate and cell detachment
observed experimentally.
Introduction

Atmospheric plasmas are being intensively applied in

biomedicine at present time.[1] Stoffels et al.[2,3] demon-

strated the non-traumatic nature of plasma needle driven

by radio-frequencydischargeandobserved thedetachment

of cells from the extracellularmatrix. It was concluded that

plasma can interact with organic materials without

causing thermal/electric damage to the surface. Other
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effects of atmospheric plasma on living tissue includes the

eradication of yeast grown on agar,[4] ablation of cultured

liver cancer cells,[5] blood coagulation and tissue steriliza-

tion[1] and decrease of migration rate of fibroblast cells.[6]

Plenty of possible applications of jets in biomedicine

have stimulated an interest in studying their physical

properties and involvedmechanisms. Time-resolved visual

observations of the jets by means of intensified CCD

cameras indicated a discontinuous nature of the jet. It was

shown that the jet consists of sequence of ‘‘bullet-like’’

structures shooting from the discharge channel at each

breakdown event and propagating with velocities from

�106 up to 8� 107 cm � s�1.[7–10] Another series of studies

looked at the radiation from jets by means of optical

emission spectroscopy.[11–13] Ionized and excited states of

oxygen, nitrogen, helium, and hydroxyl radicals were

detected, and the temperature of heavy species was

measured and found to be close to room temperature.

Recently, scattering of the microwave radiation on the jet

was studied.[10] Itwas found that afterglowplasma column
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Figure 1. a) Schematic view of the plasma gun, b) typical photo-
graph of plasma jet at U¼ 3.5 kV and yfl¼ 15 L �min�1, and c) well
containing cells only in area A. Cells in area A were treated in
seven positions, at points labeled by crosses. Diameter of plasma
jet at point of contact with media was 2–3mm.
remains on the path of the streamer passing. The plasma

column had longer lifetimes, than streamer, and thus may

be responsible for the effects induced in cells.

Thus, various effects of atmospheric plasma on living

tissue have been demonstrated recently.[1–6] However all

the studies cited consider the responses of whole cells or

group of cells (cellular level effects) to plasma jet treatment

such as detachment from the extracellular matrix, slowing

down the migration rate, while its influence on the

components of individual cell (sub-cellular level effects)

and mechanism of plasma affect were not studied. So, the

elementary cell components being affected by the jets are

unknown. The understanding of plasma jet effect on a level

of elementary cell components (on sub-cellular level) is

required to predict and/or control the cell responses. In this

study we evaluated the influence of plasma jet on integrin

expression at the cell surface using fibroblast cells (av and

b1) by means of the flow cytometry technique. Integrins

are the receptors responsible for the cell adhesion to

extracellular matrix and they define cellular shape and

mobility.[14] In order to explore the elementary cell

components affected by plasma jet treated and to shed

light on the mechanism of jet–tissue interaction at an

‘‘elementary level’’, the primary objective of this paperwas

to determine whether plasma treatment altered the

integrin expression at the cell surface.
Experimental Part

New insights on fundamentals about interaction of a plasma jet

with a living tissue could be gained by investigation of its

interactionwithprimarycultured cells. Theprimaryfibroblast cells

and PAM cells, a mouse epithelial cell line (PAM cells were the

generous gift of Dr. Luowei Li, Laboratory of Cancer Biology and

Genetics,NCI,NIH)wereused in this study.[15] Fibroblastsarea type

of cells that synthesizes and maintains the extracellular matrix of

many animal tissues and PAM cells are skin cancer cells. Cell

cultureswere grownon thebottomof the six-well plates (35mmin

diameter)usingmethodologydescribed in ref.[16] Cellswere treated

by plasma gun from the distance of 2 cm from the outlet syringe

hole as shown in Figure 1a. Plasma gun used high voltage resonant

transformer and operated at voltages up to 10kV and frequencies

25–30kHz. More details about the plasma gun can be found in

ref.[6,10] Typical photo of the plasma jet is presented in Figure 1b.

Three groups of cells were examined: treated with plasma jet,

treated with He only, and untreated cells.
Cell Tracking

Immediately, followingtheplasmajet treatment cellswere tracked

in several locations of thewell by repetitive taking images of those

locations (the fibroblast cells grown in standard media for 3 days

were used). Imaging was performed on an Olympus IX81 research

microscope equipped with a Proscan motorized stage and a
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temperature- and CO2-controlled chamber. Cells were maintained

in normal cell culturemedia containing serumat 37 8C and 7%CO2.

Using relief-contrast optics, 10� images were taken of each well

every 10min (for 16 h 40min) until 100 images were captured.

Images were then transferred to a workstation equipped with

Metamorph image analysis software, where velocities were

calculated using the track cell module (20 cells per location were

tracked). In the cell tracking experiments Helium flow rate was

17 L �min�1, discharge voltage was U¼ 5 kV (�200V), and the

treatment duration was 5min (�5 s). The amount of protecting

media was kept the same during whole treatment by periodical

adding of fresh media (to compensate desiccation). Note, that

media was flushed away from the treatment center so that the

media thickness far away from the treated location was about

3mmand in the center of treated zone – less than1mm(Figure 1a).

This depleted area had diameter of about 4–5mm.
Flow Cytometry

Flow cytometry studies were conducted immediately after the

plasma treatment. Fibroblast cells grown in standardmedia for 4 d

were used (4-day cells were used for flow cytometry instead of 3-

day cell used for cell tracking in order to obtain denser cell culture

andreachnumberofcells sufficientforflowcytometryanalysis).[16]

Cells were scratched from the area B of thewell using a pipette tip,

butwere leftundisturbed inareaA (�15mmindiameter) as shown

in Figure 1c. Treatment with plasma jets consisted in consecutive

exposition of seven adjacent positions shown by crosses in

Figure 1c. Each position was exposed to the plasma jet for 5min

and thickness of protecting media was kept about 2mm during

whole treatment by periodical (once in every 100 s) addition of

fresh media. The 2mm thickness of protecting media refers to the

undisturbed media level far away from the treated location and

was thinner at the very point of treatment (less than 1mm) as

shown in Figure 1a. The characteristic diameter of this depleted

areawas about 4–5mm. Cell scratching frompart ofwellwas used
www.plasma-polymers.org 295
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Figure 2. Photographs of a) fibroblast cells and b) PAM cancer cells
immediately after treatment with plasma gun U¼ 5 kV, He flow –
17 L �min�1, 1.5mm of protecting media. Photographs were taken
at the jet periphery – about 2mm from the jet center.
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in order to achieve trade-off between two goals, namelymake sure

that all cells in thewellwere treated (to prevent the contribution of

untreated cells located outside from the area A on flow cytometry

results) and keep the overall treatment time in reasonable

limits. Plasma source was operated in flow cytometry studies at

more moderate conditions (namely He flow of 15 L �min�1 and

discharge voltage �3.5 kV), than that in cell tracking experiments

in order to decrease the risk of ‘‘frozen’’ cell appearance (see

Results below).

Theprocedureof samplepreparation for theflowcytometrywas

as follows (refers to a singlewell of the six-well plate). Thewellwas

washedtwice inPBS inorder to removefibroblast cell culturemedia

and cells were then trypsinized using 2mL of 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA

for 10min in a 37 8C-7%CO2 incubator. As a result of trypsinization,

the cells were detached from the well and were distributed in the

solution. Thereafter, 2mL of fibroblast media containing 10%

serum was added in order to inactive the trypsin. Cells were then

counted using a Beckman Coulter counter and aliquoted into three

tubes in volumes corresponding to 2�105 cells per tube. Then cells

were centrifuged at 1 000 rpm for 5min, solution removed, and

staining antibody was added to 1st and 2nd tubes: 1mL of a

phycoerythrin PE-conjugated antibody diluted in 100mL of

blocking buffer (PBS supplemented with 3% BSA). Cells from the

1st tube were stained with either b1 or av integrin antibody

conjugatedwithPE; cells fromthe2nd tube–with anon-specific PE

conjugated control antibody; and cells from the 3rd tube were

supplemented with 100mL of blocking buffer alone (Biolegend,

http://www.biolegend.com, #102207 and 104105were used for b1
and av integrin antibodies, respectively). All three tubes were then

incubated for 30min at 4 8C. Cells from the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd tubes

will be indicated as Stained, Control, and Unstained cells,

respectively. After staining, cells were washed in blocking buffer

to remove unbound antibody and then resuspended in 1mL of PBS.

A FACSCalibur (BD Biosciences) flow cytometer with an air-cooled

argon laser and CELLQuest Software was used. The flow cytometer

measured light scattering properties and fluorescence intensity of

cells excited by 488nm laser. It should be noted that fluorescence

patterns were unique for each cell culture plating session.

Variations in average fluorescence intensity of cells stained with

antibody plated on different days often reached up to 30%, due to

changes in culture, media etc. At the same time, such variations

within same plating session were small – up to 5%–7% (will be

explained in more details below). Therefore, all parameters and

comparisons using the absolute values of fluorescence intensities

were based on cells from the same plating session.

Flow cytometry procedure described in previous paragraph

represents a standard procedure used in studies of integrin

expression at the cell surface. [17–20] We use the term integrin

expression at the cell surface to refer to the number of integrin

heterodimers that are at the cell surface and to differentiate the

data we obtain using flow cytometry from data obtained using

other methods that measure total integrin steady state protein

levels. Cell surface integrins and the ability of integrins to bind

antibodies have been shown to be insensitive to trypsin-EDTA

treatment.[18] In addition, immediately after trypsination, test

tubes containing harvested cells were kept at 4 8C in order to

prevent movement of integrins present at the cell membrane into

intracellular vesicles during the flow cytometry studies and
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backwards from the cell inside to its membrane. This standard

approach is used to ensure that integrin expression at the cell

surface does not change during the analysis and results obtained

reflect that seen immediately following treatment.[21]
Results and Discussion

Cell Detachment and Migration

Typical photographs of fibroblast cells andPAMcancer cells

after treatment with plasma gun are presented in Figure 2

(He flow-17 L �min�1, U¼ 5kV). The results presented in

thisparagraphwereobtained for thecells coveredwithonly

1.5mm of protecting media (this small amount of media

wasused to obtain complete flushing of themedia from the

point of treatment andprovidedirect contact of jetwith cell

culture). The effect observed on PAMcancer cellwas similar

to that observed recently on fibroblasts,[6] namely three

zoneswithdifferent cellmorphologieswere observed. First,

corresponded to the highest intensity of treatment (media

was completely displaced away from this zone due to flow

from the syringe and the cells were not covered by the

media) and located in vicinity of treated center was filled

with cellswhichdidnotmigrate or proliferate over 16.6 hof

observation under the microscope (were called ‘‘frozen’’

cells in our previous work[6]). Subsequent use of the

trypan blue assay indicated that the cells in this zone were

dead.[22] The cells in this central zone which did not move

stained positive with trypan blue indicating that they had

been killed by the treatment. A second zone, located further

from the treatment center (about 2mm from the center),

corresponded to mild treatment intensity and was filled

with live, actively migrating cells. Third region, located on

the interfacebetween1st and2nd regionshadno cells. Cells

were detached from this region forming voids shown in

Figure 2 (located at about 2mm from the jet center for

experimental conditionsspecified incaption to theFigure2)

andwere released into themedia. The size of the voids was

much larger with fibroblast cells than that with PAM cells

indicating that PAMcell culturewasmorefirmwith respect

toplasma jet treatment. Thosedetachedcellswere collected
DOI: 10.1002/ppap.200900086
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Figure 4. Cells tracks after 16.6 h ofmigration: a) cells treatedwith
plasma jet – 5 kV, 3mm of protecting media and b) untreated
cells.
and re-plated into new well. None of the released cells

attachedandgrew leading to conclusion that detached cells

were not viable.[22]

We performed simulation of helium plasma jet interac-

tion with background air. Our analysis was limited to a

single axial cut through thebeamandazimuthal symmetry

was assumed. These simplifications reduced theproblemto

one dimension. We used the reaction rates identical to the

ones used by Sakiyama and Graves.[23] The simulated

distributions of electric field and potential are shown in

Figure 3 (position r¼ 0 indicates the jet center, 1Dmodel in

radial direction). One can see that electric field has a peak

shifted about 0.7mm from the jet axis. It is interesting to

note that cell detachment area was shifted from the jet

center as well (see voids in Figure 2).

Results presented below in this section (migration rate

and flow cytometry) were obtained with larger amount of

protecting media, so that media was never completely

flushed away from the treated location and plasma jet was

always separated from the cells by some amount of

protecting media. Details on the amounts of media in

migration rate and flow cytometry studies have been

described above inMethodology. In experiments below, no

voids or ‘‘frozen’’ cells were found and the cells remained

migrating.

Cell tracking experiments were carried out using a large

amountofmedia (3mminsteadof1.5mm). In this case cells

were coveredby themediaduringwhole timeof treatment.

The typical tracksobtainedafter16.6 hofmigration for cells

treated with plasma (jet was directed to the center of well

and20cells ineachof fourpositions located in1–2mmfrom

the well center were tracked, 80 cells total) and untreated

cells (20 cells in each of four positions located in 1–2mm

from well center and two locations in 1 cm from the well

center were tracked, 120 cells total) are presented in

Figure 4a and b, respectively. It was found that treated cell

tracks are significantly shorter than that of untreated cells

and correspond to about a two-fold decrease of cell

migration rate.[6]
Figure 3. Radial distributions of potential and electric field in and
in the vicinity of the plasma jet.
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Integrin Expression

The scattering pattern of cytometer laser beam is presented

in Figure 5. Columns indicate different types of treatment:

cells treated with plasma, cells treated with He flow only,

and untreated cells; while rows present different types of

staining: Stained, Controls, and Unstained. This dot plot

correlates forward scatter (small angle light scatter) and

side scatter (right angle light scatter), indicators of cellular

size and complexity (shape, optical properties). It was

observed that theblack contour chosenas shown inFigure5

includes >94% of total number of cells for all types of

treatment and staining. This means that cell scattering

patterns were similar irrespective of type of treatment and

staining, indicating that structural cell properties were not

affected by treatment and/or staining. This bounded area

contains typical undamaged cells and those cells were

taken into account for the subsequent fluorescent signal

analysis.

Typical flow cytometry histograms of untreated cells

undergo different types of staining: a) stained with b1
antibody, b) controls, and c) unstained are presented in left

column of Figure 6. Plots in Figure 6 show the fluorescence

response of cells upon irradiationwith cytometer laser. The

distributions shown are obtained by accumulation of

fluorescence signals from 104 cells; the x-axis shows

fluorescence intensities in relative units, and the y-axis

represents the number of events with corresponded

intensity. It was observed for all experiments that average

fluorescence intensities (Ib1) of unstained cells and controls

(Figure 6b and c) were about 4–7. This value indicates

cellular autofluorescence and gives level of background.

Cells whose surface integrins were stained with the b1-

integrins-PE-conjugated antibody expressed about two

orders of magnitude higher fluorescence response –

Ib1¼ 440 (Figure 6a). This increase of fluorescence intensity

is caused by fluorescence of antibodies binding to the b1-

integrins on the cell surface.

The right column of Figure 6 presents flow cytometry

histograms of cells treated with plasma jet (Figure 6d–f

indicate cells stained with b1-integrins-PE-conjugated

antibody, controls and unstained cells, respectively).

Controls and unstained cells demonstrate the level typical
www.plasma-polymers.org 297
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Figure 5. Light scattering properties of cells, forward scatter vs. side scatter. Area limited by
black contour indicates typical undamaged cells (these cells were taken into account below).
Columns – different cell treatment (with plasma jet, with He flow only, untreated); rows –
different types of staining.
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for autofluorescence. Ib1¼ 5.5. Similar asaboveStained cells

demonstrate much higher Ib1¼ 310 (Figure 6a). However

the mean fluorescence intensity is significantly less (about

30%) than that for untreated cells (440).
Figure 6. Flow cytometry histograms indicating the distribution
of fluorescence intensities of 104 cells (b1 integrin staining).
Rows – types of staining (stained, controls and unstained);
columns – types of treatment (untreated and treatedwith plasma
jet). Low level of fluorescence for unstained cells and controls
gives the cell autofluorescence level. Much higher fluorescence of
stained cells is caused by antibodies bound to cell surface integ-
rins. b1 integrin expression for stained treated cells was about
22% lower than that for untreated. The locations of distribution
peaks are indicated by dotted lines.

Figure 7. Flow cytomet
treatment (untreated a
(stained with av inte
av integrin expression fo
than that for untreated
indicated by dotted line
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Flow cytometry histograms for

av-integrins are shown in Figure 7:

left column – untreated cells

(stained (a), controls (b), unstai-

ned(c)), right column – treated

cells (stained (d), controls (e),

unstained (f)). Similar to the pre-

vious case controls and unstained

cells demonstrated a low level of

fluorescence Iav¼ 5–6, while stain-

ed cells expressed much higher Iav
(49 and 56 for treated and un-

treated cells, respectively).

The histograms summarizing

change of average fluorescence

responses after cell treatment,

and their deviations are presented

in Figure 8. Let us consider in more

details the statistical set used to

confirm the trends presented in

Figure 8. We analyzed cells (cul-

tured in different plating sessions

and on different days) from 5wells
treated with plasma and from 18 untreated wells. Cells

from each well were run on the flow cytometer typically

three times. The total number of flow cytometery runs for

treatedwithplasmacellswas13anduntreatedcellswas43.

Each flow cytometer run used the statistical sample of 104

cells ensuring that standard errors are small. For the data

presented in Figures 6 and 7 the means (I) and standard

deviations (s) of treated stained cells were Ib1¼ 310 and
ry histograms for different types of cell
nd treated with plasma jet) and staining
grin antibody, controls av, unstained).
r stained treated cells is about 10% lower
. The locations of distribution peaks are
s.
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Figure 8. Average fluorescence of treated with plasma cells
(stained with b1 and av -integrins-PE-conjugated antibodies)
and treatedwith He only cells (stainedwith b1-integrins antibody)
normalized to fluorescence of untreated cells stained with
corresponded antibody.
sb1¼ 475 for b1-integrins, and Iav¼ 49 and sav¼ 38 for

av-integrins, respectively. Using that statistical sample

of N¼ 104 cells was used, the standard errors of means

(SE¼ s/HN) were 4.75 and 0.4 for b1 and av-integrins,

respectively, or in percents from the corresponding means

were 1.5 and 1% for b1 and av-integrins, respectively

(Figures 6 and 7). The error bars presented in Figure 8

indicate the whole range of experimental points observed

in flow cytometry studies (no experimental points were

observed outside the bars). Thus, the fluorescence intensity

of cells treated with plasma in percents from fluorescence

intensity for untreated cells was 78%� 8% for b1 integrins

and 90%� 2.5% for av-integrins. The fluorescence intensity

from cells treated with He in percents from that for

untreated cells was 102%� 4.6%.

It should be noted that in this work we addressed the

influence of plasma jets integrin expression at the cell

surface and cell mobility, and we have not addressed

the causes of these changes. These causes may include

enhancement of chemical reactions in cells due to

activation of cell signaling induced by species presented

in plasma jet (ions, radicals, etc.). Establishing correlations

between plasma jet effects on cellular/sub-cellular levels

and the accompanying changes in cell signaling canhelpus

to better understand the underlying reasons and mechan-

isms of the observed effects, and together with exploring

the influence of treatment intensity on effects induced in

cells may be the subject of future work.

To summarize, we observed that treatment of cells with

plasma jet resulted in a decrease of cell fluorescence

responses: 22% and 10% for staining of b1 and av-integrins,

respectively. This clearly indicates that plasma treatment

reduces expression of b1 and av surface integrins. Thus, it

may be suggested that one of the elementary cell

components being affected by plasma treatment is cell

surface integrins. Since cell surface integrins are respon-

sible for cell adhesion and mediate cell migration,[14]

changes in integrin expression may be responsible for the
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effects observed experimentally including the decrease in

migration rate and cell detachment after plasma jet

treatment (note, the dependence of migration rate on

cell-substrate adhesiveness has non-monotonic bell-

shaped type, with maximal migration rate corresponded

to the intermediate level of cell adhesiveness to sub-

strate).[24–26]
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